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Experiments were performed on a ﬂat-plate airfoil and an Eppler E338 airfoil at very low ﬂight Reynolds numbers
(3000  Re  50; 000), in which dielectric barrier discharge plasma actuators were employed at the airfoil leading
edges to effect ﬂow control. The actuators were driven in a high-frequency (kilohertz) steady mode and a pulsed mode
in which pulse frequency and duty cycle were varied in a systematic fashion. Optimum reduced frequencies for
generating poststall lift were approximately between 0.4 and 1, and this was broadly consistent with zero-mass-ﬂux
slot-blowing data acquired at Reynolds numbers that were approximately 200 times higher. Nevertheless, profound
differences in the response to reduced frequency and duty cycle were observed between the ﬂat-plate and E338
airfoils. In general, actuation produced considerable performance improvements, including an increase in maximum
lift coefﬁcient of 0.4 to 0.8 and maintained elevated endurance at signiﬁcantly higher lift coefﬁcients. Actuation in the
steady mode resulted in circulation control at Re  3000. Pulsed actuation also exerted a signiﬁcant effect on the
wake at prestall angles of attack, in which control of the upper-surface ﬂat-plate bubble shedding produced
signiﬁcant differences in wake spreading and vortex shedding. The ﬂat plate was also tested in a semispan-wing
conﬁguration (AR  6), and the effect of control was comparable with that observed on the airfoil.
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= time-mean component of u
= coherent oscillatory component of u
= incoherent ﬂuctuating component of u

I. Introduction
CHIEVING sustained ﬂight of micro air vehicles (MAVs)
brings signiﬁcant challenges due to their small dimensions and
low ﬂight speeds [1]. For so-called mini air vehicles, which operate in
the 100; 000 < Re < 300; 000 range, efﬁcient systems can be
designed by managing boundary-layer transition via passive tripping
at multiple locations [2]. However, at Reynolds numbers routinely
experienced by MAVs (Re < 100; 000), conventional lowReynolds-number airfoils perform poorly or generate no useful lift.
Some of the best-performing airfoils in this Re range are cambered
ﬂat plates and airfoils with a thickness-to-chord ratio =c of
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approximately 5% [1]. There are various deﬁnitions for MAV
dimensions and weight, although one common deﬁnition refers to
large (b  15 cm and m  90 g) and small (b  8 cm and
m  30 g) MAVs [1]. To maximize wing area, these vehicles
typically have low-aspect-ratio wings (1  AR  2) for which
typical Reynolds numbers during loiter are in the range of
20; 000 < Re < 80; 000, based on the aforementioned speciﬁcations. Innovative designs with larger-aspect-ratio wings, described in
[2], can result in an even lower Reynolds number range.
The challenge of developing useful lift intensiﬁes with yet smaller
vehicles required to ﬂy at even lower ﬂight speeds [3]. This includes
the development of so-called nano UAVs for which the missions
include ﬂying within conﬁned areas. These are commonly termed
nano air vehicles (NAVs) and are deﬁned as weighing less than 10 g,
with dimensions smaller than 7:5 cm, and speeds between 0.5 and
7:5 m=s [3]. The signiﬁcant difﬁculty associated with generating
lift at Re < 20; 000 has led many to pursue biologically inspired
approaches [4,5], in which the ﬂight of small birds and insects is
mimicked to a greater or lesser degree.
In contrast to these approaches, the objective of the present
investigation is to study conventional active ﬂow concepts on wings
and airfoils at Reynolds numbers that are typical of small MAVs and
NAVs (3000 < Re < 80; 000). This was achieved using dielectric
barrier discharge (DBD) actuators [6–8], typically driven in the 3- to
10-kHz frequency range, with low frequency pulsing. The actuators
were extensively calibrated for both pulsed and nonpulsed
(considered steady) actuation modes. This paper presents a summary
based on several conference papers by the authors in which an Eppler
E338 airfoil and a ﬂat-plate airfoil were studied [9–15], and the two
data sets are compared in detail. Smoke–wire experiments on the
E338 airfoil revealed that the separation point is not ﬁxed and moves
upstream with increasing angle of attack from x=c  30% at  
0 deg to the leading edge at   25 deg [13]. This introduced an
additional degree of complexity because the distance from the
actuator to the separation point was not constant. Subsequent
selection of the relatively simple ﬂat-plate airfoil avoided this
problem, thereby ensuring that the separation point would always be
ﬁxed at the leading edge and thus the relative position of separation to
actuation would remain constant. An additional motivation for using
this simple geometry and very-low-Reynolds-number range was to
generate a data set that could be used to validate theoretical or
computational approaches. Even though the introduction of camber
improves baseline (uncontrolled) performance [1], it was not
introduced in this investigation, to eliminate surface curvature as a
parameter. Parametric studies, based on the measurement of
aerodynamic loads, were carried out to establish the optimum
reduced frequencies, minimum duty cycle (DC), and minimum
power input required to maintain or maximize performance. Similar
experiments were performed with the plate conﬁgured as a semispan
wing of AR  6.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, a
detailed actuator calibration is presented, Sec. III describes the
experimental setup, and Sec. IV presents a detailed parametric study
and airfoil comparison in which data are complimented with smoke–
wire ﬂow visualization.

II. Actuator Calibration
A.

Background

The application of nonthermal plasma actuators to separation
control is a relatively new technique, when compared with traditional
boundary-layer control methods such as steady suction and blowing
[16]. An excellent review of the their history, different actuator types,
basic physics, mechanical effects, and ﬂow control applications is
provided in [17]. In recent years, particular attention has been
focused on the asymmetric wall-mounted DBD conﬁguration as a
separation control actuator, precipitated by the initial demonstrations
by Corke et al. [7] and Huang et al. [8]. The actuators are typically
driven in the kilovolt range at several hundred hertz to several
kilohertz. They produce plasma microdischarges at timescales
O109 s during the positive- and negative-going drive signals

[17,18]. The net result on the surrounding air is a steady wall jet with
a peak velocity of less than 10 m/s, which is considered analogous to
the jet blown from a two-dimensional slot. This somewhat limits
conventional low-Reynolds-number applicability, because if the
steady jet peak velocity does not exceed the freestream velocity, then
performance can, in fact, be degraded [19].
Corke et al. [20] further advanced the application potential by
driving the actuators in a pulsed mode; this technique was previously
applied to zero-mass-ﬂux piezoceramic actuators [21]. Pulsing the
actuator brings with it two main advantages. First, the power
supplied to the actuator can be signiﬁcantly reduced because it is
proportional to the DC. Second, periodic perturbations can achieve
aerodynamic performance beneﬁts that are comparable with or
superior to steady blowing at one- to two-orders-of-magnitude less
momentum input [22]. Corke et al. [20] demonstrated that both of
these advantages can be realized and that the voltage required to
reattach an otherwise separated ﬂow was a minimum when the
pulsed perturbations corresponded to F  1.
The direct analogy of a pulsed DBD actuator with zero-mass-ﬂux
blowing is an oversimpliﬁcation because the actuator produces both
a time-mean and an oscillatory velocity component and is thus
analogous to a non-zero-mass-ﬂux pulsed jet. The relative
momentum produced by the time-mean and oscillatory components
can have a profound effect on performance [22,23]. For example, the
superposition of weak steady blowing or suction on a perturbation
can have a deleterious or beneﬁcial effect, respectively [22].
Superposition of large-amplitude blowing can have a positive effect
[23].
B.

Calibration Setup and Methods

With these considerations as background, a detailed calibration of
the DBD actuator was undertaken; that is, the steady and oscillatory
momentum components were measured directly. All measurements
were performed in a quiescent environment (U1  0), as described
next, in which close proximity to the actuator and wall were
considered mandatory for a representative calibration. Three
measurement techniques were considered: namely, particle image
velocimetry (PIV), hot-wire anemometry, and two-dimensional laser
Doppler anemometer (LDA). Hot-wire anemometry was eliminated
based on uncertainty of the temperature near the actuator, the
difﬁculty associated with very-low-velocity calibrations and zero
crossings. Initial PIV data eliminated these problems, but reﬂections
at y  0:5 mm from the wall precluded accurate estimation of the full
velocity proﬁle and the maximum velocity very close to the actuator
(also see [8]). Thus, the LDA was used henceforth for all calibrations.
All data were acquired by closing the test section inlet and outlet and
then seeding the enclosed volume using a commercial seed-particle
generator (average diameter of 1 m). In addition, ﬂow visualization
was performed by introducing a laser light sheet above the actuator,
both perpendicular to and parallel to the electrodes.
All actuators employed in this study were of identical design [9–
13]: namely, upper (exposed) and lower (encapsulated) electrodes
(both 70 m thick) separated by three layers of 50-m-thick
Kapton® tape (see Fig. 1). The trailing edge of the upper electrode
and the leading edge of the encapsulated electrode were set at the
same location (x  0) and the latter was 10 mm wide. Measurements
were performed at x  2:5 and 5 mm downstream of the actuator in
the ranges of 3 kHz  fc  10 kHz and 6 kVpp  V  10 kVpp ,
and the majority of pulsed calibration was performed at fc  4 kHz.
Pulsation frequencies were chosen to represent the F range between
O0:1 and O10, corresponding to 1 Hz  fm  70 Hz, and the
duty-cycle range tested was 1%  DC  100%.
pulsed jet
visible plasma sheath
exposed electrode

3 layers of Kapton tape

calibration locations

x=2.5mm

x=5mm

Fig. 1 Schematic of the DBD actuator used and calibration locations.
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The pulsed-actuator calibrations presented in previous conference
publications by the present authors [9–13] were found to be deﬁcient
in three respects. First, it was noted that after several minutes of use,
the performance of the actuators degraded and ﬁnally stabilized. The
degradation was accompanied by a discoloration of the glue used to
bond the Kapton tape strips to one another as a result of dielectric
heating. This indicated a change in the dielectric properties of the
three-layered strip. Thus, calibrations performed before testing
represented an overprediction of the momentum generated by the
actuators. Consequently, all calibrations cited in this paper were
based on measurements made after the airfoil load experiments.
Second, for the previous calibrations, simple statistics were
calculated directly from the LDA data. An examination of the timeresolved LDA velocity traces, however, illustrated that unacceptably
large errors were being introduced due to velocity bias [24] and
because the coherent and incoherent jet velocity components u~ and u0
were being lumped together [25]. Henceforth, pulsed LDA data were
acquired in phase-locked mode, phase-averaged, and then the
statistics were calculated based on the phase-averaged data. To
achieve this, the velocity traces were subdivided into time bins t
(described in the next section) with t  1=fm , and the random
bursts detected within each time bin were simply averaged to yield
ub y; t and vb y; t. Third, the calibration was seen to vary
signiﬁcantly with distance downstream of the actuator. Hence,
calibrations were based on a linear extrapolation to x  0, based on
measurements at x  2:5 and 5 mm, respectively (see Fig. 1).
During the course of the measurements it was observed that the
wall-normal velocities were relatively small (jvbj  jubj), and they
were henceforth not included in the calibration. Subsequently, the
time mean and rms coherent velocity components were calculated
according to
Z
1 Tm

ub y; t dt
(1)
uy

Tm 0

terminated at t  70 ms. The relatively small number of bins (20),
corresponding to the large t, was used here for illustrative purposes;
this number was increased until the mean and coherent statistics
converged. In general, 1000 time bins yielded adequate convergence
of the u and u~ statistics, calculated according to Eqs. (1) and (2), and
illustrated in Fig. 3. Upon initiation of the drive signal, the velocity
increases to its mean value, typically after less than 1 ms and appears
to be turbulent; upon termination of the drive signal, the velocity
decays asymptotically to zero, dropping to 10% of its mean value
after approximately 20 ms. The apparent turbulence results from the
4-kHz oscillation, but the LDA data rates were not sufﬁciently high
enough or regular enough to resolve this frequency. A comparison of
statistics based on one bin with those based on 1000 bins clearly
illustrates the large overprediction in the mean velocity u that would
result by not accounting for velocity bias. The rms coherent
component u~ would be underpredicted by approximately 15%; this
error would be introduced due to velocity bias and would not be
signiﬁcantly due to the lumping together of coherent and turbulent
velocity components.

~
Time-mean and coherent velocity proﬁles [uy
and uy]
generated using the aforementioned techniques are shown in Figs. 4a
and 4b. These data are for various modulation frequencies fm and
constant DC  10%, but are representative of data at other duty
cycles calibrated here. With increasing frequency, the peak mean
velocity near the wall increases and the peak becomes more
pronounced and tends toward the wall [at DC  100%, the peak
occurs at z  0:7 mm (not shown)]; in contrast, the oscillatory
component of velocity decreases with increasing fm . These
observations can be understood by considering the response of the
ﬂow shown in Fig. 2. As the pulsation frequency increases, the ﬂow
is reaccelerated to its peak value before it has fully decayed to zero.
This results in the higher mean value with the corresponding lower

1.6

and

~
uy


1
Tm

Z

Tm

1=2
2

ub y; t  uy
dt

(2)

0

Finally, the total jet momentum was calculated using
Z1
Z1
u 2 dy 
u~ 2 dy
Jtot  J  hJi 
0

(3)

0.8
δt

Jtot =q1 c  C  hC i

(4)

from Eq. (3) and is also sometimes expressed as C ; hC i [22,23].
C.

phase-averaged: 20 bins

0

where the ﬁrst terms to the right of the equal signs represent the
steady contribution and the second terms represent the oscillatory
coherent contribution. The integration was carried out from the wall,
to within 10 m, until the mean velocity u zero crossing. The total
momentum coefﬁcient is deﬁned as
C;tot

phase-locked raw data

1.2

u,ub (m /s)
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Fig. 2 Phase-locked raw LDA velocity data u with superimposed binaveraged velocities ub at x; y; z  2:5; 0; 0:45 mm and the conditions
f  4 kHz, fm  5 Hz, and DC  20%.

Calibration Results

To ensure a representative calibration, data were acquired as close
to the actuator as possible. It was noted that when the LDA probe
volume was placed within the plasma sheath (approximately
x < 2 mm), no measurements were possible. When the probe was
moved approximately 0.5 mm downstream of the visible plasma
sheath, meaningful LDA data rates were achieved. Consequently, all
cited calibration data were based on measurements between 2.5 and
5 mm downstream of the actuator upper electrode, as already
described.
An example of data acquired and processed using the preceding
techniques at a point close to the actuator and wall
[x; y; z  2:5; 0; 0:45 mm, f  4 kHz, fm  5 Hz, and
DC  20%] is shown in Fig. 2. Raw LDA data uy; t for 200
cycles (crosses) are superimposed on the same time interval and the
circles indicate bin-averaged values ub y; t within each t. For
purposes of illustration, the drive signal is initiated at t  30 ms and

0.8

u (m/s )
0.6

0.4
~
u (m/s)

0.2
number of bins
0
1

10

100

1000

Fig. 3 Statistical convergence of the time-mean and coherent velocities,
~ calculated according to Eqs. (1) and (2); data for 20 time bins
u and u,
correspond to those shown in Fig. 2.
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at around Re  20; 000. For NAV Reynolds numbers, steady
boundary-layer control can only be expected for duty cycles of
100%. At very low Reynolds numbers, around Re < 3000, the C
available is comparable with that of circulation control at
conventional low Reynolds numbers [16]. In contrast to steady
actuation, oscillatory control can be expected to produce meaningful
results at MAV Reynolds numbers, providing that the duty cycle is
high enough. At NAV Reynolds numbers, duty cycles of 5% and
greater can be expected to produce signiﬁcant effects. Note that at
this point, no attention has been paid to the power requirements of the
actuation; these will be discussed in Sec. IV.

coherent component. The coherent velocity proﬁle also exhibits a
double peak, with the largest peak consistently closer to the wall. The
peak furthest from the wall is caused by a vortex that is generated
above the actuator and was observed by means of laser-sheet/smoke
ﬂow visualization.
The resulting integration of the velocity proﬁles of the type shown
in Figs. 4a and 4b, according to Eq. (3), are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 as a
function of fm and DC, respectively. The increase in mean velocity
with frequency observed in Fig. 4a is reﬂected in the increased
momentum J= shown in Fig. 5. This effect saturates for
fm > 10 Hz. In contrast, the coherent momentum for hJi= exhibits
an optimum between 3 and 10 Hz and decreases for fm > 10 Hz, as
could be inferred from Fig. 4b. At low DC, both mean and oscillatory
momentum increase dramatically (i.e., by more than two orders of
magnitude), with a relatively small increase from DC  1 to 4%
(Fig. 6). For greater DC, the increase is relatively small, because both
mean and oscillatory momentum increase by less than an order of
magnitude for 5%  DC  50%. The small but noticeable dip at
DC  6% is worth mentioning because its effect is manifested in the
airfoil data to be presented in the next section. At DC  100%, the
momentum generated by the actuator is comparable with the lowerlimit body-force estimate of [18] that is based purely on theoretical
considerations.
To illustrate the applicability of the actuator shown in Fig. 1 for the
present study, J and hJi (fm > 10 Hz and DC  10%) were
nondimensionalized with respect to typical MAV and NAV
dimensions, c  15 and 5 cm, respectively. A U1 range was then
selected to represent typical MAV and NAV Reynolds number
ranges, and the results are shown in Figs. 7a and 7b for C and hC i
respectively. For the present example, J and hJi were close to the
peak values (see Figs. 5 and 6). Moreover, it was observed that
calibrations performed with U1 > 0 [10] resulted in even lower
values. Thus, the (C hC i) data presented here (Fig. 7) can be
considered to be representative of the upper limit of the momentum
coefﬁcients achievable with these actuators.
On the abscissas, a demarcation between NAV and MAV
Reynolds numbers is made, based on [1], and although this
demarcation is somewhat subjective, it is employed here for
illustrative purposes. On the ordinates, the approximate thresholds
above which control becomes effective are shown for steady [16] and
oscillatory control [22,23]. It is well known that a threshold for hC i
can be two orders of magnitude less than that for C , and this is
reﬂected in Figs. 7a and 7b. For application to these low-Reynoldsnumber ﬂows, the threshold values should be considered mainly as
approximate indicators, because they are applicable to conventional
low-Reynolds-number ﬂows [22,23]. Figure 7a shows that in all
cases, steady plasma jets do not cross the threshold for effective
boundary-layer control for typical MAVs. Control may be marginal

III. Airfoil Testing Setup
All airfoil load and ﬂow-visualization measurements were
conducted in an open-section wind tunnel of blowdown design with a
0.8- to 10-m=s velocity range. The test section dimensions were
400 280 mm and 600-mm diameter for the ﬂat plate and E338,
respectively. An aluminum, bending beam, strain-gauge-type
balance (three-component) was designed and constructed for the
measurement of forces and moments in the Reynolds number range
of 3000 < Re < 200; 000. A variable-length sting was used to
facilitate measurable forces corresponding to the large variation in
load range. The ﬂat plate and E338 airfoils (see the next section for
the schematics) were mounted between oval and circular end plates,
respectively. The balance was mounted above the wind tunnels and
the airfoils were attached vertically to the balance by means of the
sting.
Smoke–wire ﬂow visualization of selected cases was performed
by placing a stainless steel wire horizontally and under tension at one
to two chord lengths upstream of each airfoil; recall that the models
were mounted vertically. A mixture of parafﬁn oil and colored dye
was applied evenly along the wire. The beading of the oil–dye
mixture under surface tension was reasonably uniform, due to the
horizontal mounting of the wire. A current was passed through the
wire, and the resistive heating of the wire generated the streaklines
that will be shown in Sec. IV. Illumination was applied from the rear
of the airfoil so that a shadow would not be cast downstream of the
airfoils. The streaklines were photographed using a digital camera
using a simple mirror mounted directly under the airfoils. For all
ﬂow-visualization photographs, the lower end plates were removed.
The photographs were taken randomly while the smoke was being
generated, and for control cases, it was not locked to the phase of the
control cycle. For all load measurements and ﬂow-visualization
photographs, a similar wind-tunnel velocity range U1 was
employed.
The ﬂat-plate airfoil was 2 mm thick with a 50-mm chord length
and 150-mm span, made of plywood and covered with epoxy that
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Velocity proﬁles for representative control frequencies at DC  10% and x  5 mm: a) mean and b) coherent.
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Fig. 5 Mean, oscillatory, and total momentum as functions of pulsation
frequency at DC  10%, 10 kVpp, and f  4 kHz.

10

from 1-mm-thick Plexiglas were ﬁxed at both ends; for 3D
measurements, the lower end plate was removed, producing AR  6
(semispan AR  3) [12]. The major source of error was a 5-mg
uncertainty associated with balance measurements. This resulted in
lift and drag coefﬁcient errors of Cl  Cd  0:013 at Re  3000
and Cl  Cd  0:003 for Re > 6000. Long time averages,
tU1 =c > 400, ensured negligibly small lift and drag coefﬁcient
precision errors O0:001.
The ﬂat-plate data set was compared with Eppler E338 data [10]
that were acquired under similar conditions and ﬂow-speed ranges.
The original Eppler data [10] were augmented with additional load
measurements and ﬂow visualization under conditions identical to
those already described [13]. The DBD plasma actuators were
located at x0 =c  2% on both airfoils.
Baseline ﬂat-plate data generated using the aforementioned setup
were compared with the ﬂat-plate wing data of Schmitz [26], which
had a similar aspect ratio, and are shown in Figs. 8a and 8b. The Cl vs- slopes are similar, possibly due to the combined effect of higher
Reynolds number and slightly smaller aspect ratio in the case of
Schmitz. The zero-lift drag coefﬁcient increases substantially with
decreasing Reynolds numbers, mainly due to the increasing viscous
component for which CD  Re1=2 .

J tot /ρ

1

IV. Discussion of Results

-3

10 N/m

0.1
J/ρ
0.01
<J/ρ >
0.001

0.0001
1

10

DC(%)

100

Fig. 6 Mean, oscillatory, and total momentum as functions of pulsation
duty cycle at fm  10 Hz, 10 kVpp, and f  4 kHz.

was sandpapered and polished. The leading edge was circular with a
1-mm radius, and the trailing edge was blunt (a previous
investigation found very little effect of the trailing-edge design at low
Reynolds numbers [1]). For 2D measurements, two end plates made

For a given application (in this case, performance enhancement at
very low ﬂight Reynolds numbers), a comprehensive optimization
study should consider two separate, but related, aspects of the
problem. The ﬁrst has to do with strictly aerodynamic aspects (e.g.,
optimum actuator placement and optimum F or minimum hC i)
and hence power, for which performance is maintained or improved.
The second has to do with speciﬁcs of the actuator design, including
electrodes and dielectric properties (thickness and dielectric
coefﬁcient) and the driving electronics used for generating the
plasma. Here, attention must be paid to various power losses: for
example, due to reactive power, dielectric heating, and plasma
maintenance power [27]. In the present work, the aerodynamic
aspects were mainly considered and actuator design aspects were not
addressed. Consequently, no optimization studies were performed to
reduce losses due to reactive power by impedance, matching the
high-frequency power supply to the plasma actuator. The losses due
to dielectric heating and maintenance power were kept to a minimum
by driving the plasma with lower ionization frequencies that were
still sufﬁcient to ignite a glow discharge.
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Comparison of lift and drag coefﬁcient data acquired on the semispan wing (lower end plate removed) with the wing data of Schmitz [24].

Reduced-Frequency Sensitivity

Corke et al. [20] observed, using pulsed plasma actuators, that the
voltage (assumed proportional to hC i) required to attach a poststall
separated ﬂow was a minimum when F was slightly larger than one.
Here, a systematic approach was adopted to determine the maximum
poststall Cl as a function of reduced frequency at various poststall
angles and Reynolds numbers (Fig. 9). The hC i values cited in the
ﬁgure represent the maximum values in the associated frequency
range. Selected representative smoke–wire visualization photographs are shown in Figs. 10a–10c. At all Reynolds numbers and
  20 deg, a maximum in Cl is evident at approximately
0:3 < F < 0:6; this is broadly consistent with zero-mass-ﬂux
blowing data acquired on a NACA 0015 at conventional low
Reynolds numbers (200; 000  Re  600; 000) [22,23]. However,
at lower , the peak is not as clearly deﬁned and extends to
approximately one. For a given , the Cl changes are slightly larger at
the lower Reynolds numbers, which is due primarily to the relatively
larger hC i introduced by the actuator. Nevertheless, once a
threshold momentum input is exceeded (i.e., hC i  0:14% at
Re  9000) an order-of-magnitude increase (i.e., hC i  1:2% at
Re  3000) has a relatively small effect, increasing Cl by only an
additional 25%. This result is fully consistent with data acquired at
conventional low Reynolds numbers for which perturbations were
supplied by means of zero-mass-ﬂux blowing [28].

Flow visualization of the baseline case (Fig. 10a) clearly shows
separation from the leading edge and subsequent rollup of the shear
layer into distinct vortices. Flow separation from the trailing edge
appears to generate vortical structures with a longer wavelength. The
difference between the ﬂow over the stalled airfoil and control at
F  0:42 is clearly seen by comparing Figs. 10a and 10b. With
control, the separated shear layer that detaches from the leading edge
rolls up into a vortex (or bubble) that attaches to the airfoil surface.
Downstream of this vortex, the previously generated vortex is in the
process of being shed into the wake. A clockwise trailing-edge
vortex can also be seen that arises as a result of the low pressure now
present on the plate’s upper surface. It is believed that the strong
adverse pressure gradient existing on the upper surface of the airfoil
is responsible for the dramatic upward distortion of the streamlines.
Increases in control frequency produce rolled-up vortices
successively closer to the leading edge. For example, an increase
in frequency by a factor of 5, to F  2:1 (Fig. 10c), is only effective
at transporting momentum toward the airfoil surface at x=c < 0:1.
Immediately downstream of this, the small vortices are not effective
at transporting high momentum ﬂuid to the surface. Control at
F < 0:1 resulted in large lift and drag oscillations, and the data
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Fig. 9 Poststall frequency scan at very low ﬂight Reynolds numbers on
the ﬂat-plate airfoil. Plasma is driven at 10 kVpp , f  4 kHz, and
DC  5%. The maximum oscillatory momentum coefﬁcient is indicated
as C;max < 1%. The inset shows the airfoil schematic in which ﬂow is
from right to left.

Fig. 10 Smoke-visualization photographs on the ﬂat-plate airfoil
corresponding to a) baseline state, b) optimum control, and
c) nonoptimum control at Re  3000,   20 deg, and control DC 
5% (cf. Fig. 9).
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shown in Fig. 9 represent long time averages (tU1 =c > 400). These
observations are consistent with the generation of a leading-edge
vortex that is shed into the wake before the following vortex is
generated [29]. Lift oscillations are dramatically reduced when at
least two vortices are present on the airfoil surface at any instant.
Similar experiments were performed by driving the plasma actuators
at 5 kHz and the aerodynamic results did not change materially.
Observations that are common to both the present observations and
to those associated with biological ﬂight at comparable Reynolds
numbers are discussed in Sec. IV.C.
It is instructive to compare the present data set with that acquired
under similar conditions on the E338 airfoil [10,13] at 20; 500 
Re  50; 000 (poststall   14 and 18 deg) and employing 3 and 5%
duty cycles (Fig. 11). At all reduced frequencies considered, there
was a signiﬁcantly larger positive effect on poststall Cl . At the higher
angle of attack (  18 deg), the lift variation with frequency was
mild, although an optimum was observed at F 1:2. Nevertheless,
even at F 10, signiﬁcant effects were observed, and this is totally
contrary to the ﬂat-plate observation in which improvements were
inconsequential for F > 3 (cf. Figs. 9 and 11; note the same vertical
scale). Moreover, at the lower angle (  14 deg), the frequency
dependency was more pronounced, and this observation was again at
odds with those of the ﬂat plate.
Poststall ﬂow-visualization photographs for the E338 baseline and
controlled scenarios (Figs. 12a and 12b, respectively), when
compared with the corresponding ﬂat-plate-airfoil photographs
(Figs. 10a and 10b, respectively), illustrate important differences
between the two airfoils. (The actuator ground wire is visible in the
photographs.) With regard to the baseline state (cf. Figs. 10a and
12a), it was noted that separation occurs at approximately x=c 
10% on the E338, and the separation streamlines are closer to the
airfoil surface than in the case of the ﬂat plate. Also, the rollup of
vortices observed at the leading edge of the plate without control is
absent on the E338, and this was also observed using ﬂow
visualization at Re  10; 000 and 6000. With perturbations
introduced upstream of separation (x=c  2%), the vortex generated
has a larger aspect ratio; that is, it is closer to the airfoil surface and is
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? =14°, <Cµ>~0.1%
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Fig. 11 Poststall frequency scan on the Eppler E338 airfoil at low ﬂight
Reynolds numbers [13]. The inset shows the airfoil schematic in which
ﬂow is from right to left.

not as clearly deﬁned as that on the ﬂat plate (Fig. 10b). Thus, control
in this case is more effective at turning the streamlines toward the
airfoil surface, and this results in larger lift changes. In addition, the
dramatic upward distortion of the streamlines near the ﬂat-plate
trailing edge, associated with the downstream vortex, is not evident
on the E338. It is a combination of these factors that leads to higher
lift coefﬁcients generated on this airfoil (cf. Figs. 9 and 11). It is clear
that details of the leading-edge geometry have a major effect on the
efﬁcacy and optimum frequency range of active ﬂow control at very
low ﬂight Reynolds numbers.
B.

Duty-Cycle Dependence

As described in Sec. II, wave modulation was employed such that
the 4-kHz carrier wave was modulated by a square wave
corresponding to low frequencies appropriate for separation control
(cf. [22]). Thus, the duty cycle was varied by changing the fraction of
the square-wave period that the actuator was activated, and this is
expressed as a percentage. DC variations are shown in Fig. 13 in
which data were acquired corresponding to the optimum reduced
frequencies. All data, independent of  or Reynolds number, show a
relatively rapid increase in Cl with DC. At a large DC, the effect on
lift is small, with perhaps a gradual decrease as DC is increased
beyond 10%. Figures 6 and 7 provide an explanation for these
observations. At Re < 30; 000 and DC  5%, the oscillatory
component of momentum lies mainly above the threshold necessary
for control (Fig. 7b). This explains the positive effect observed on lift
irrespective of the DC. The increase from DC  1 to 5% (Fig. 6)
results in a more than two-order-of-magnitude increase in actuator
momentum, and this is primarily responsible for the larger increase in
Cl observed here. An increase from DC  5 to 10% does not bring
about a signiﬁcant difference in hJi, and this is reﬂected in the small
increase in Cl for this range. Note, in addition, that the small
reduction in Cl at DC  6% (Fig. 13) is fully consistent with the
actuator calibration shown in Fig. 6. The increases in the steadymomentum component are below the threshold and thus it can be
assumed that they play only a minor role (Fig. 7a). Substantial
increases in DC may result in the threshold being exceeded, but C is
still too small to have a negative impact on performance. There may
be a slight deleterious effect (e.g., DC ! 50%) due to relatively low
near-wall momentum (Fig. 7a), which acts to promote boundarylayer separation (cf. [19,22,23]).
The ﬂow-visualization photographs shown in Figs. 10a–10c, 14a,
and 14b add a qualitative dimension to these measurements. At
DC  0:33%, a small effect can be observed as the streamlines are
deﬂected toward the plate upper surface (Figs. 14a). However, there
is no clear evidence of the formation of a leading-edge vortex. With
an increase to DC  5 and 50%, a leading-edge vortex is clearly
evident (Figs. 10b and 14b).
Data acquired on the E338, close to its optimum reduced
frequency (F  1), showed some generic similarities but also some
very profound differences when compared with the ﬂat plate
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Fig. 12 Smoke-visualization photographs on the E338 airfoil
corresponding to a) baseline state and b) optimum control (F  1:0
and DC  5%); Re  20; 000 and   18 deg (cf. Fig. 11) [13].
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Fig. 14 Flat-plate ﬂow visualization at F  0:46 for varying duty
cycles (indicated) with Re  6000 and   20 deg.

(cf. Figs. 13 and 15). A mild optimum was observed in the
approximate range 2% < DC < 8%; as in the case of the ﬂat plate,
this is consistent with increases to the oscillatory momentum.
However, the difference between the lift generated at optimum and
nonoptimum duty cycles differed by a small amount: namely,
Cl;max < 0:1 as DC ! 0. Figure 15 also shows the measured
3
c input to
power, expressed as the power coefﬁcient CP P= 12 U1
the actuator and emphasizes the important observation that similar
performance beneﬁts can be attained at a fraction of the power. With
the power consumption reduced to 1:2 mW=cm (0.66% duty cycle)
Cl;max did not drop signiﬁcantly. At these duty cycles, however, the
actuators could not be reliably calibrated and were estimated to
produce hC i  0:001%. Note that this is considered to be below the
thresholds typically required for effective separation control at
conventional low Reynolds numbers. Flow visualization of the
baseline and control cases for various representative duty cycles (1,
5, and 50%) showed that the basic vortex generation and advection
over the airfoil surface were similar [13]. These similarities are, in
essence, fully consistent with the small lift coefﬁcient changes
reﬂected in Fig. 15.

C. Performance Indicators and Control Mechanism
1. Flat-Plate Data

Cl -vs- and Cl -vs-Cd  C;tot polar plots are shown in Figs. 16a–
16d, indicating the effect of control at four Reynolds numbers. In
each instance, control is applied in the range that produced optimum
poststall Cl : namely, 0:4 < F < 0:6. For illustrative purposes, the
data are discussed with respect to Re  3000, and the corresponding
description is provided with reference to ﬂow visualization shown in
Figs. 17a–17f. A similar description applies at the higher Reynolds
numbers, with the exception of the relative magnitudes of Cd0 and
C;tot . At Re  3000, C;tot 0:5Cd0 , but for Re 6000,
C;tot  Cd0 , and its inclusion in subsequent deﬁnitions has a
negligible effect on the data. At prestall angles of attack, typically
 < 10 deg, control results in a reduction in lift. This is because the
long bubble that exists naturally on the plate’s upper side is reduced
or eliminated as a result of the perturbations. This can be seen in the
ﬂow-visualization photographs at   6 deg (discussed later). With
increasing , the bubble cannot close on the plate surface and bursts
(Fig. 17a). Control is seen to produce a long, relatively high-aspect
ratio bubble on the upper surface, but no signiﬁcant effects are seen
on the wing lift or drag (Fig. 17b). Further increases in angle of attack
(  14 deg) result in complete separation from the upper surface,
accompanied by a signiﬁcant drag rise (Fig. 17c). Control encloses a
bubble near the leading edge with an accompanying increase in lift
and reduction in drag. The bubble is shed downstream, and before it
leaves the airfoil surface, a new bubble is generated near the leading
edge (Fig. 17d). In the vicinity of Cl;max (  20 deg), the same
control mechanism is observed, but the preceding vortex, which has
traveled down the airfoil chord, is accompanied by signiﬁcant
deviation of the streamlines, indicating trailing-edge separation
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Fig. 15 Poststall lift coefﬁcient variation as a function of duty cycle on
the Eppler E338 airfoil [13]. Change in the lift coefﬁcient is shown on the
left ordinate; the power coefﬁcient is shown on the right ordinate.

(Fig. 10b). In deep poststall (  24 deg), control still produces the
leading-edge vortex, but trailing-edge separation (Fig. 17f) results in
a loss of lift and an increase in drag.
It is well known that small ﬂying creatures, for which the wings
generate useful lift at these Reynolds numbers, remain airborne by
means of at least one unsteady ﬂow mechanism [30–33]. One such
mechanism is the so-called separation bubble or vortex, which forms
during the downstroke of the wing and generates the high lift
required for ﬂight. This bubble is similar to the well-known dynamic
stall vortex (DSV) that is observed on oscillating airfoils. Control of
the DSV has received considerable attention due to its association
with dynamic stall on rotor blades and wind turbines [29]. The
apparent paradox that the DSV generates very large oscillations in
lift but is at least partially responsible for the ﬂight for small creatures
can be resolved as follows. From the statistical data summarized by
[30], for the NAV range, the typical reduced frequencies associated
with wing ﬂapping are 0:1  F  1 (in hover F ! 1). This
should be contrasted with equivalent reduced frequencies
associated with oscillating helicopter rotor blades: namely,
0:015  F  0:05. Thus, some ﬂying creatures can generate
dynamic stall vortices at a rate high enough to ensure sustained ﬂight;
that is, at least one vortex will always be present on the upper surface
of the wing or body at any instant [23]. A similar explanation can be
given for active ﬂow control introduced here, in which there are
typically two vortices present on the airfoil at any instant. This
ensures stable, as well as effective, lift because the excitationgenerated vortices do not bring about large variations in
aerodynamic loads [34].
The aforementioned performance improvements result in modest
gains to the airfoil efﬁciency parameter [35] Cl =Cd  C;tot 
(Figs. 18a and 19a). The low efﬁciency throughout the  range for
both baseline and control scenarios is a consequence of the high
viscous drag associated with low Reynolds numbers and of the large
upper-surface bubble. These sources of drag may be unavoidable at
these low Reynolds numbers. Somewhat better results are obtained
by the endurance parameter [35] Cl1:5 =Cd  C;tot  (Figs. 18b and
19b). Here, the same or greater endurance can be achieved at up to
two times the lift coefﬁcient. This is of importance for missioncritical loitering ﬂight in which a combination of low ﬂight speeds
(high Cl ) and high endurance is often desirable. As expected, there is
an increase in both baseline and control efﬁciency and endurance
parameters with increasing Reynolds number (cf. Figs. 18a and 19a).
Removal of the lower end plate produced a semispan wing with
AR  6, discussed previously with reference to the data presented
in Fig. 8. A comparison of the efﬁciency parameter for the
two-dimensional conﬁguration and the semispan conﬁgurations
(Figs. 19a and 19b) shows, as expected, that the baseline Cl =Cd 
C;tot max exceeds CL =CD  C;tot max due to induced drag.
However, the same indicators associated with control do not show
this trend and there is even a small increase on the ﬁnite wing. Similar
observations can be made with respect to Cl1:5 =Cd  C;tot  and
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Fig. 16 Effect of control on the ﬂat-plate-airfoil performance at typical NAV Reynolds numbers; control is at 0:4 < F < 0:6 and DC  5%.

CL1:5 =CD  C;tot  (cf. Figs. 19c and 19d). It has been noted
previously that actuation along the entire leading edge reduces
separation associated with the wingtip vortex [36], and this is the
most likely explanation for the increased efﬁciency and endurance
parameters observed here.
2.

Fig. 17 Flow visualization of baseline and optimum control at F 
0:42 and DC  5% at Re  3000 for increasing angle of attack.

Eppler E338 Data

The weak sensitivity to duty cycle, and therefore power input, on
the E338 prompted further optimization attempts by studying the
effect of input voltage on the Cl -vs- performance at Re  20; 500
[low end of the MAV Reynolds number range (Fig. 7b)]. It was
determined that for V  10 kVpp, F  1 and DC  3%
(corresponding to P  5 mW=cm; hC i  0:05%), the effect on
the airfoil performance was clearly signiﬁcant (Fig. 20a) and Cl;max
was larger than at higher Reynolds numbers [10]. All data were
generated for increasing  (ﬁlled symbols) and decreasing  (open
symbols).
At lower actuator driving voltages (8 kVpp) corresponding to
4 mW=cm and hC i  0:04%, the Cl -vs- curve exhibited a deﬁnite
nonlinearity between 10 and 15 deg. The airfoil appears to stall, but
with increasing  it once again begins to generate lift. Nevertheless,
this nonlinear behavior has very little impact on Cl;max . It is of
particular interest to note that this nonlinear feature does not suffer
from any signiﬁcant hysteresis, because the data show the same trend
irrespective of whether  is increasing or decreasing (Fig. 20a).
Similar observations were also made by O’Meara and Mueller [37]
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Fig. 18 Parameters for the ﬂat-plate airfoil: a) efﬁciency and b) endurance; control is at F  0:4 and DC  5%.

on uncontrolled airfoils at Re  45; 000, and they attributed the
nonlinear behavior to a separation bubble on the upper surface.
Apparently, a longer bubble is associated with a decrease in the liftcurve slope. The similarity between the nonlinear behavior observed

here in the presence of control and that observed in [37] suggests that
the same mechanism is active in both cases. Nevertheless, timeresolved ﬂowﬁeld measurements would be required to properly
resolve this question.
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Fig. 20 Effect of duty-cycle reduction and peak-voltage reduction (10–8 kVpp) on E338 airfoil performance at low MAV Reynolds numbers:
a) DC  3% and b) DC  1 and 0.66%;  increasing (ﬁlled symbols) and  decreasing (open symbols).

Finally, an effort was made to reduce the duty cycle even further
while maintaining Cl;max . Figure 20b shows results for
simultaneously reducing the DC from 1 to 0.66% duty cycles and
reducing the input voltages from 10 to 8 kVpp, respectively. This
corresponds to a reduction in CP from 5.9 to 2.0. In all cases, the
excitation frequency was 10 Hz, corresponding to a reduced
frequency F  1. For these data, the relative momentum input was
extremely low (hC i  O0:01%) (see Fig. 7b), and thus it was
deemed more meaningful to also present the results in terms of
milliwatts per centimeter, as shown in Fig. 20b. It is clear that the lift
slope remains highly nonlinear, but at the lowest power input,
namely 1:2 mW=cm, there was not a meaningful reduction in Cl;max .
In fact, the lift slope then appeared similar to the baseline higher
Reynolds number data of [1]. Figures 21 and 22 show ﬂowvisualization photographs that correspond to the Cl data shown in
Fig. 20b. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 21 (left-hand column) that
the baseline separation point moves upstream with increasing angle,
with separation at x0 =c 0:2 at   10 deg (Fig. 21a) and close to

the leading edge   25 deg (Fig. 21e). When control is applied far
upstream of separation (cf. Figs. 21a and 21b), the effect is relatively
small, as also seen in Fig. 20b. However, at higher angles of attack
when separation occurs near the leading edge (Figs. 21c and 21e), the
basic mechanism of control does not depend strongly on angle of
attack. Furthermore, the vortex generation and advection mechanism
present at DC > 1% [13] remains active as the duty cycle is
successively decreased to as low as 0.66%, as shown in Fig. 22.
In dimensionless terms, the minimum CP achieved here is
approximately 650 times larger than that required at Re  140; 000,
and the C differs by an order of magnitude (see [10]). Note,
however, that the differences in performance are not comparable: at
Re  140; 000, Cl;max increases by 0.06 (comparable with [20]),
whereas at Re  20; 500, an airfoil that otherwise does not generate
useful lift achieves better performance than at conventional low
Reynolds numbers.
Further optimization studies were not conducted, and an
exhaustive range of high-frequency actuation was not attempted.
However, similar experiments were performed by driving the plasma
actuators at 5-kHz-and-higher frequencies. Similar aerodynamic
results (not shown) were obtained, but it was noted that with
increasing plasma frequency at constant voltage, the power
consumption increased. This was assumed to be due to dielectric
heating [27]. Frequencies lower than 4 kHz were also not employed,
due to insufﬁcient cycles present when pulse modulation was
introduced in the hertz range with low duty cycles.
D.

Steady Control: 100% Duty Cycle

Historically, steady slot blowing was employed as an effective
means of boundary-layer control, but it was abandoned, mainly due
to design complexity and heavy plumbing systems [16]. At very low
ﬂight Reynolds numbers, an analogy to steady blowing can be
achieved using DBD actuators, in which the actuators are not pulsed:
that is, are driven at DC  100%. It is generally assumed that the

Fig. 21 Smoke–wire ﬂow visualizations showing the effect of plasma
actuation at   10, 20, and 25 deg with 10 kVpp (4 kHz) at Re  20; 500;
hC i  0:01%, and DC  1%; baseline (left) and control (right).

Fig. 22 Smoke–wire ﬂow visualizations showing the effect of plasma
actuation at   25 deg with 8 kVpp at Re  20; 500; hC i < 0:01%.
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ﬂow does not respond to the high-frequency oscillations (presently
4 kHz), and the ﬂow can be considered as a steady jet. Returning to
Fig. 7a and considering the momentum coefﬁcient calibration for
DC  100%, it is evident that steady control may only be applicable
in the extremely low ﬂight Reynolds number range: namely,
Re < 10; 000. Attempts were made to measure the lift and drag
forces, but the combination of high instrumentation sensitivity and
strong electromagnetic radiation produced by the actuator resulted in
unacceptably high noise levels, thereby precluding meaningful
measurements. Thus, only smoke–wire ﬂow visualization was
performed at these Reynolds numbers to provide a qualitative
description of the ﬂow.
Baseline and control photographs at several poststall angles are
shown in Figs. 23a–23h for Re  3000. Based on the calibration
shown in Fig. 7a, it was assumed that steady control produces thrust
at low  because Cd0  0:044, whereas control produces C 0:1,
although this was not directly veriﬁed by means of a wake survey. At
the poststall angles shown in the ﬁgures, it is clear that steady
blowing dramatically eliminates separation by producing a highspeed jet adjacent to the surface. This can be achieved up to
  26 deg. The stall mechanism at  > 26 deg is similar to that
already described. Similar ﬂow patterns were observed on the E338,
but are not shown here.
A comparison of the streamlines generated by steady blowing with
those of a potential ﬂow about a ﬂat plate are shown in Figs. 24a and
24b. Details of the visualized streamlines, particularly in the leadingedge region, correspond well with potential ﬂow theory. However,
the upper-surface ﬂow is seen to separate at approximately
x=c  20%, and the separated region grows to a substantial fraction
of the chord length. Based on extrapolation of the experimental data
(not shown), it should not be expected that Cl;max will exceed 1.6 at
  26 deg.

E.

Control of the Flat-Plate Airfoil Wake

At prestall angles of attack, it was observed that  has a signiﬁcant
effect on the wake stability and structure. At   0 deg, the ﬂow on

Fig. 23 Flow visualization of baseline and steady control (at 4 kHz and
DC  100%); Re  3000 for increasing angle of attack.
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Fig. 24 Streamlines at   26 deg for a) the potential ﬂow solution
around a ﬂat plate and b) steady control (DC  100% at 4 kHz)
generated by means of smoke visualization; Re  3000.

both surfaces separates at the blunt trailing edge and the streamlines
smoothly merge at approximately x=c  10% downstream of the
trailing edge. The wake is seen to undergo an instability downstream
of the trailing edge that evolves into a series of alternately signed
vortices, similar to a Kármán vortex street observed immediately
downstream of bluff bodies (Fig. 25a). If it is assumed that the
vortices’ velocity is OU1 , then this corresponds to F , based on
the number of vortices present on the airfoil. Consideration of the
fully rolled-up vortices (Fig. 25a) indicates that F  2:2. Small
increases in angle of attack [  2 deg (Fig. 25b)] produce an
asymmetric wake structure with a larger overall transverse width, but
the distance between the structures is not affected. Further increases
[  4 deg (Fig. 25c)] produce the same trend, whereas the vortex
rollup occurs closer to the trailing edge, and the interstructure
distance still remains the same. Up to this angle, the wavelength
between the structures does not vary appreciably. As the airfoil
approaches incipient stall [  6 deg (Fig. 25d)], the upper-surface
bubble is seen to be shedding into the wake and interacting directly
with the vortex shed from the lower surface. This has signiﬁcant
consequences for the wake; namely, formation of the vortex structure
now occurs immediately downstream of the airfoil trailing edge, the
transverse extent of the wake increases dramatically, while its basic
structure remains the same, and the wavelength between structures is
approximately doubled. Further  increases to poststall angles
dramatically alters the vortex-shedding mechanisms (see Fig. 17).
Forcing the ﬂow at incipient stall (  6 deg) has signiﬁcant
effects on the wake structure. To illustrate this, ﬂow-visualization
photographs are shown for the 5% duty cycle, in which the pulsing
frequency was varied from 8 to 54 Hz, corresponding to F  0:5 to
3. Small reductions in Cl , resulting from control (e.g., Fig. 16a) are
measured under these conditions, due to the reduction of the bubble
size. Forcing at F  0:5 (Fig. 26a) shows a signiﬁcant effect on the
bubble, and a single structure is observed extending approximately
x=c  25% above the plate’s upper surface. It seems that this
structure produces two signiﬁcant effects on the wake; namely, the
ﬁrst rolled-up structure evident immediately downstream of the
trailing edge in the baseline case now forms at approximately 1.5
chord lengths downstream of the trailing edge, and instead of
regularly spaced structures, the wake is now composed of a larger
counterclockwise structure interposed with smaller, mainly clockwise, rotating structures.

Fig. 25 Flow-visualization photographs of ﬂow over the ﬂat-plate
airfoil and in its wake at increasing prestall angles of attack (Re  3000).
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This was assumed to be due to tip-vortex modiﬁcation resulting from
actuation near the tip.
6) Actuation in the steady mode produced circulation control at
Re  3000 with stall at a 26-deg angle of attack.
7) Control actuation exerted a signiﬁcant effect on the wake at
prestall angles of attack, in which control of the upper-surface bubble
shedding produced signiﬁcant differences in wake spreading and
intervortex spacing.
This investigation mainly illustrated the signiﬁcant effects of DBD
actuation at very low ﬂight Reynolds numbers employing both
steady and pulsed control. The comparison of different airfoil
performance indicators clearly demonstrated the impact of leadingedge detail on the efﬁcacy of active control. Further studies are
planned for different airfoil shapes, including the effect of camber,
phase-averaged PIV measurements, and different electrode
arrangements (cf. [38]).
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V.

Conclusions

Active ﬂow control, employing a dielectric barrier discharge
plasma actuator, was studied on a ﬂat-plate airfoil and an Eppler
E338 airfoil for 3000  Re  20; 000. The following main
conclusions were drawn:
1) Pulsed-mode actuation on the ﬂat plate at poststall angles of
attack revealed that maximum lift coefﬁcients were generated in the
reduced-frequency range of 0:4 < F < 0:6, with a sharp drop in lift
at higher F . These data were consistent with NACA 0015 data
acquired at 200 times the Reynolds number [7], but differed from the
low-Reynolds-number E338 airfoil data [6], which showed a
relatively mild dependence on F .
2) Duty cycles approximately equal to 5% on the ﬂat plate were
found to produce maximum lift, due to the relatively large hC i
produced in this DC range. The E338 airfoil lift, however, was nearly
insensitive to duty cycle.
3) Actuation produced an increase in Cl;max on the ﬂat plate of up to
0.4 and a similar order of improvements to poststall Cl . These
changes did not match those of the E338 (poststall Cl > 0:55), and
it was concluded that leading-edge geometry has a profound effect on
active ﬂow control efﬁcacy at these Reynolds numbers.
4) Actuation maintained an elevated endurance parameter at
signiﬁcantly higher lift coefﬁcients.
5) Control-based performance enhancements observed on the
semispan wing were slightly superior to those observed on the airfoil.
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